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PYROPHORICITY OF URANIUM IN REACTOR ENVIRONMENTS

I. INTRODUCTION

Under the stimulus of suitable physical and chemical conditions, the

chemical reactivity of metallic uranium has been manifested in pyrophoric

behavior and oxidation reactions of explosive violence. At least one com-

pound of uranium, UH3, has demonstrated comparable reactivity and there

is indication that some pyrophoric sensitization can be achieved by certain

alloying elements. These characteristics are relevant to reactor systems

where potential oxidizers function as coolants and moderators and where

possible sensitizers--such as aluminum--work in close conjunction with

uranium. With the trend to higher power levels and operating temperatures

there are, apart from nuclear effects, four consequences of the accidental

oxidation of uranium which command increasing respect in hazards analyses.

These are, namely: fire and explosion hazard to operating personnel;

fission product release to reactor and external environs; structural damage

to core components; trigger action for major reactions between core mate-

rials--or their corrosion derivatives- -and the ambient reactor atmosphere.

It is the intent of this report to review some of the current informa-

tion relative to the pyrophoricity of uranium and to attempt to identify some

aspects of this troublesome phenomenon which can support further investiga-

tion. The fortunately low incidence of metallic uranium fuel element fires,

up to the present, does not suffice as an adequate base for extrapolation to

future operations because of existing uncertainty with respect to both causa-

tive mechanisms and fire control techniques.

II. SUMMARY

Experience at Hanford reactors suggests three conditions which tend

to reduce the fuel element fire hazard. These are, namely:

1. Minimizing of the in-core residence time of a fuel element with a

cladding defect which permits uranium corrosion.

2. Employment of removal and discharge techniques which do not contrib-

ute to the deterioration of the fuel element.
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3. Minimizing of the time interval between discharge and entry into the

retention basin.

Indifference to the first condition can aggravate the problem of fuel

element removal by increasing the opportunity for buildup of: 1) UH3 and

powdered uranium--which are believed to be the principal participants in

fuel element fires; 2) corrosion products whose bulk can, eventually,

seriously impede motion of the fuel element within the core. Indifference

to the requirement for careful handling of defected fuel elements can provide,

what is believed to be, the chief activation for fuel element fires. The

residence time in the discharge area is important because during this inter-

val there is considerable loss of control over fuel element cooling. The

heat generated by radioactive decay would be expected to have maximum

effect on the fuel element temperature during this interval. The consequence

of a fuel element temperature excursion would depend, to some extent, on

the structural and chemical condition of the element. For example, exposure

of active material on the element, such as UH3 or powdered U, could

markedly reduce the time to develop ignition of the massive uranium.

Melting of the uranium would be a conceivable consequence of sustained

residence in the discharge area--an effect which probably would not be

strongly sensitive to the structural condition of the element at the time of

discharge.

Helium, and to a lesser extent CO2 . have demonstrated utility in

inhibiting, and quenching, uranium fires. Supply systems for both of these

gases are incorporated in present Hanford reactor plants. The fire control

potential of these gases--used separately and in combination--should be

explored.

A significant advance in present knowledge of pyrophoricity and

closely related phenomena will require greater reliance on experimental

analyses of metal-atmosphere systems in which an attempt is made to closely

simulate the conditions of the working environment.

III. GENERAL COMMENTS ON PYROPHORICITY

A complete journal of instances of uranium pyrophoricity would

probably encompass virtually every mechanical, physical, and chemical
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condition experienced by metallic uranium in processing and service

environments. For the most part, the pyrophoric behavior has been

observed under accident conditions and the recorded observations are

necessarily superficial and often ambiguous. There is substantial litera-

ture on uranium pyrophoricity and no attempt at a detailed review will be

made. The reports of Smith(1, 2, 3) are particularly interesting for

accounts and interpretative discussions of uranium fire incidents.

The pyrophoric potential of metal powders- -particularly those metals

yielding strongly exothermic reactions with oxygen--is well known. Proceed-

ing down the scale of specific area (surface area per unit mass) the incidence

of pyrophoric behavior may be said, in general, to decrease with increase in

size of the discrete reacting mass. The propensity of massive uranium to

pyrophoric behavior is not, however, negligible. One-inch uranium rods,

developed from billets by hot rolling, ignited before air cooling to room

temperature could be effected and burning proceeded to complete oxidation

of the metal. (1) Massive uranium pieces have ignited on storage shelves

without apparent thermal, or mechanical, excitation. The instances of

uranium fires involving machine turnings, compacted and loose scrap, and

single pieces of various geometries, comprehend a variety of oxidizing atmo-

spheres, a wide range of apparent pre-ignition temperatures and various

kinds and degrees of mechanical and chemical excitation. This complex

of conditions leading to pyrophoric behavior of uranium, coupled with the

imperfect observations attending an accident, have made difficult any

generalization concerning uranium pyrophoricity. In order to establish

some frame of reference for subsequent comments on uranium, a brief

discussion of pyrophoricity in general, with some data for other substances,

is in order.

Smith (2 suggests the generalization that any metal capable of exo-

thermic reaction with oxygen should, in some physical state, be capable of

spontaneous ignition. Considering the virtually limitless number of solid

materials which could qualify as potentially pyrophoric under this criterion,

a somewhat more restrictive statement would appear to be in order. It

would be difficult, however to find a more detailed statement of pyrophoric

conditions-- qualifying as a generalization- -which would substantially reduce
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the number of potentially pyrophoric, or explosive substances. The complex

of physical and chemical factors contributing to the occurrence and impor-

tance of a pyrophoric incident defies a generalization which could be used

for precise indexing of materials with respect to pyrophoric potential.

An energy producing, i. e. exothermic, reaction is a necessary, but

not sufficient, condition for pyrophoric behavior. Physical and chemical

couplings within the material comprised by the reacting system and between

the material and the environment, determine the rates of energy production,

the rates and modes of energy dissipation and, consequently, the history of

the reaction after a sufficient activation has been received. Those conditions

which tend to increase the rate of generation of reaction energy and tempera-

ture rise of the reacting system are obviously favorable to pyrophoric

behavior. Among these may be mentioned: high energy release per unit

volume of reacting material; large specific area (surface area per unit weight)

of reacting material--with solid powder and finely dispersed liquid repre-

senting extremes in this respect and the gaseous phase perhaps the ultimate

condition; an aggregation of active particles of high specific area, with a low

gross specific area associated with the aggregate and a physical and chemical

coupling within the aggregate which permits essentially simultaneous reaction

of the particles; environmental conditions which inhibit heat transfer from

the reacting system; derivatives from the primary oxidation reaction capable

of exothermic reaction with the environment- -with hydrogen perhaps the

prime example here. These factors are cooperative and the extent of cooper-

ation among these, and innumerable other favorable physical and chemical

factors, determines the character of the reaction. The reaction violence

may range from that of a slow, essentially isothermal, oxidation to an explo-

sive release of reaction energy with detonation and shock wave generation the

ultimate consequences.

A crude index of pyrophoric hazard, giving equal weight to physical

and chemical factors might be the following:

MA'HG

Hazard Index = MAH (energy density units) (1)
pAs
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where M is the mass of material capable of essentially simultaneous

reaction--a capacity factor which, in conjunction with other factors, deter-

mines the magnitude of the energy release. Ap is the specific area associ-

ated with the discrete reacting masses--a factor which has a strong influence

on the course of the reaction rate with time, and hence the extent of the

reaction; AH is the energy released per unit volume of reacting mass. Some

adjustment of this factor could reflect the generation of explosive reaction

products, such as hydrogen. G is the moles of gas generated per unit volume

of reacting mass--a factor which influences the pressure effects consequent

from a reaction. As is the gross specific area associated with the reacting

masses--a factor which greatly influences the efficiency of environmental

cooling factors and the extent of self shielding of the reaction heat.

Because of ignorance concerning actual, or potential, values of the

M, AP and A* terms pertaining to a given situation, this expression is of

small practical value. This serious objection is, however, also applicable

to more sophisticated expressions which purport to look closer into the

phenomenon of pyrophoricity. The above expression is, perhaps, an accept-

able identification of some of the more important factors influencing the

character of a pyrophoric event.

Some physical property data, including specific heats of oxidation,

for various materials are given in Table I. It is seen that, on a volume

basis, the chemical energy releases from the oxidation of U, Al and Zr

are quite comparable.

The flame temperatures achieved by reaction of powdered metals

with oxygen are among the highest which can be effected by chemical reaction.

An appreciation for the order of magnitude involved can be gained from the

following calculated adiabatic combustion temperatures for the Al-02

.(4)reaction:

P(atm) T(*C)

1 3500

5 3800

10 4100
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TABLE I

SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS METALS

Density
Metal (g/cm )

Al 2.7

Be 1.82

Fe 7.87

Mg 1.74

Si 2. 33

Th 11.5

Ti 4.54

U 19.04

U 19.04

Zr 6.4

C 2. 3

H2

C 2 H 4 (acetylene)

UH 3 10.9

M. P.
( C)

660

1280

1539

650

1430

1840

1820

1132

1132

1852

B. P.
(OC)

2330

2770

2740

1130

2600

3000+

3270

3818

3818

3600

Oxide

Al2O3A203
BeO

FeO

MgO

Si0 2

ThO2

TiO
2

U0 2

U3OU308
ZrO

2

CO2

H20

U308

Heat of
-H9H8
(Kcal/g)

7. 4

16. 2

1. 1

5. 9

7. 3

1. 26

4.55

1.09

1. 02

2.84

7.83

29

11.5

1. 12

Combustion

-AH298
(Kcal/cm 3 )

20. 0

30. 0

8.7

10. 2

17. 0

14. 1

20. 7

20. 4

22. 4

18. 1

18

12. 2

The positive sensitivity to pressure is due to the fact that the tem-

peratures corresponding to energy absorbing transitions (vaporization, dis-

sociation, etc.) are raised as the pressure increases. Doyle(6) has calcu-

lated the Zr-O2 reaction temperature to be of the order of 4650 C and there

were indications that this order of magnitude was achieved in an experimental

torch.

Some appreciation for the importance of the particle specific area

(Az) may be gained from the following simple analysis.

The instantaneous rate of temperature rise of reacting particle is,

dT _ _net
dt Mc

p
(2)

Ref.

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

4

4

4

4

Calc.
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where Qnet

Qnet

M

c
p

reaction l 1oss

= rate of energy input from reaction - rate of energy loss to

environment

= mass of particle

= specific heat of material

Now k aAHA

Reaction n n-1
nm

where a = fraction of reaction energy absorbed by particle

A H = reaction energy per unit weight of reacting metal

A = instantaneous metal surface area of reacting particle

and kn is a general oxidation rate constant corresponding to the oxidation

rate expression,

mn = k t
n

3)

(4)

where m

n

Neglecting

= weight of metal oxidized per unit area of specimen

= rate index (1 for linear control, 2 for parabolic, etc.)

the oxide thickness and the temperature change across the oxide:

Qloss hA(T-Tamb) (5)

where T is an appropriate bulk temperature of the particle, Tamb is the

effective temperature of the environment, h is the over-all heat transmis-

sion coefficient. Substituting Equations 3 and 5 in 2:

. A* AHk1/n

dTn/dt = T = [ n - h(T-Tb)]
n n c 41-1)n am

or

-* C k/n
Tn= -- i1n -h (T-Tb)j
Tn p t 1-1)/n -h amb

Under linear rate control (n = 1) Equation 6a becomes,

T = [Cik - h (T-Tamb)l
P m

(6)

(6a)

(6b)
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In the above expressions A* is the particle specific area (A/M) and the other

terms have been defined previously. C1 = aAH/n, assuming that these

quantities can be represented by suitable, average values.

The second derivative with respect to time, T, is probably of equal,

or greater significance. Retaining the generalized form of the oxidation

law (Equation 4) and assuming a spherical particle, the expression for T,

derived from Equation 6 is:

A*2 [C k2/n h k n/n Q 'I C k(/n
T5 p-- Lt1 n _ n ]+iA[C1knQ _ 1 n -n1)h] (7)

n 3nc j ,2n-Z/n jn-1)n lcn-1)/nRT2 -(2n-1)/n

pL n' R nt .

where Q is the activation energy for the oxidation reaction, which enters

via the relation,

kn= kn exp (-Q/RT)
n n

Assuming a linear rate control, the above cumbersome expression simpli-

fies somewhat to the following:

-A*k A*T [C1 k1 Q
T = [C 1 k - h] +2 - h (8)

p p RT

Substitution of Equation 6b for T would give second degree involvement of

the AP term in each part of Equation 8.

Inspection of the above expressions shows that the particle specific

area (Aj) is a primary determinant of the temperature history of an oxidation

event.

Some further emphasis of the importance of particle size to the tem-

perature history is perhaps in order. Consider two particles of the same

material, of instantaneous specific area Ap1 and A 2 , respectively. Now

assume both are: (a) at the same temperature; (b) under the same linear

oxidation control, i. e. , k1 1k2; (c) comparable Tamb and h values are

associated with the two particles. At the instant these conditions obtain,

from Equation 6b:

T1 _ A__(9)

T2 Ajt

10
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and from Equation 8,

1T2 = (A* /Ap2)2 (10)

Now for spherical particles of radius r, Ap = 3/rp therefore

TJ/T 2  r2/rl (9a)

and T 1 / T2 = (r2/rl)2 (10a)

These expressions at least suggest the strong influence of particle size on

the temperature history of the particle. The previous expressions (Equations

6-8) have pointed up the adverse effect of conditions which reduce the heat

dissipation to the surroundings, reflected by a reduction in h and/or an

increase in Tamb. While perhaps over-simplified, the above considerations

are adequate for indicating the pyrophoric significance of a porous aggre-

gate of small particles--probably the worst physical situation for pyrophoric

material from a safety standpoint. It is a reasonably safe generalization

that the most serious fire and explosion incidents with uranium and zirconium

have involved aggregates of powder or small particles.

The character of a pyrophoric event appears to be strongly sensitive

to the specific area(s) of the reacting masses. It follows, therefore, that

the practical significance of any hazards analysis is largely dependent on

the extent to which the analytical assumptions as to reactant dispersion

reflect the dispersion potential of the working environment. Ignorance

concerning this vital factor continues to present an important impediment

to reactor hazard analyses concerned with reactions between core materials

and reactor atmospheres.

There have been few basic studies with the objective of clarifying the

phenomenon of pyrophoricity. Because of large scale handling of metal

powder in industry, the bulk of the work has centered on metal, and related

materials in powder form. The advent of nuclear reactors, incorporating

large quantities of pyrophorically active materials, has provided a prime

incentive for basic studies of pyrophoricity. Some of this work will be

reviewed in a following section.

11
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While data on metal powder ignition is strongly sensitive to the

experimental conditions- -making extrapolation to a given working environ-

ment highly speculative-- some of these data permit a rough gauging of

absolute and relative pyrophoric hazards. Conway and Grosse4 have

presented an excellent summary of the physical and chemical factors

involved in the combustion of metal powders. One of their summaries

of data on metal powder ignition, with data from several sources, is given

in Table II. The various entries are explained at the bottom of the table.

On the basis of ignition temperature, relative inflammability and P max,

these data identify Zr, Th, Al and Mg as particularly pyrophoric materials--
(7)corroborating practical experience with these metals. The data of Hartman

are somewhat more relevant to the present report and, in conjunction with

Table II, permit some indexing of the pyrophoricity of uranium relative to

other metals. Some of Hartman's data, indicating the sensitivity of the

ignition temperature to the ambient atmosphere, are given in Table III.

Data were obtained for powder in cloud dispersions and in loosely packed

layers. The cloud ignition tests consisted of blowing about one gram of

powder into a vertical, electrically neated, muffle. The lowest muffle tem-

perature at which flame could be observed issuing from the bottom of the

muffle, was designed as the ignition temperature. In testing the powder

layers, the test material was placed on an alumina (A12O3) disk at the center

of the muffle. A slow stream of the test atmosphere was directed upward,

over the specimen. The lowest temperature which gave some evidence of

pyrophoric behavior, including accelerated powder temperature increase,

was designated the ignition temperature.

Some pressure characteristics of the U, and UH3 cloud ignitions are

given in Figure 1 as a function of dust concentration. The particle size

distributions for these powders are given at the bottom of the figure.

Hartman has also given oxygen tolerance levels for preventing dust

cloud ignition by spark excitation, with Ar, CO2, N2, and He as the diluent

gases. These data are given in Figure 2. The diluent gases, listed in order

of decreasing effectiveness in suppressing ignition of UH3 are He, N2 , Ar, and

12



TABLE II

A SUMMARY OF DATA ON METAL POWDER IGNITION IN AIR

(From Reference 4)

Tip( C)

Cloud Layer

R. T.

270

520

645

480

315

450

775

700

210

280

475

585

460

290

950

Rel. Inflam.

90+

90+

60+

55

83

40

0

3

Pmax
(psig)

50

80

72

89

52

36

31

62

Pmax
(psi/sec)

5000

6200

4760

5700

1640

430

400

1180

Mi. Explos.
Conc.

(oz/ft3)

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

04

075

025

035

045

120

210

160

Min. elect.
energy for

cloud ignition
(Millijoules)

15

5

80

50

100

300

300-2000

4000

Definition of Terms

Screen Analysis: 100-44 denotes 100% less than 4 4M size
Rel. Inflammability: minimum % of inert substance which will prevent ignition

of dust cloud at 700 C
: peak pressure developed in ignition apparatus

Smax: max. rate of pressure rise in ignition apparatus

Min. Explos. Conc.: minimum conc. of powder in air which will ignite and
break paper diaphragm

Min. Elect. Energy: minimum spark energy which will cause ignition of
dust cloud

Metal

Zr

Th

Mg

Al

Ti

Fe

Mn

Si

Cu

Screen
Analysis

100-444

100-44

87-53

80-53

62-53

100-53

100- 7

86-53

98-44

I.A
W~
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TABLE III

IGNITION TEMPERATURES OF POWDERS

IN VARIOUS ATMOSPHERES

(From Reference 7)

Dust Clouds ( C)
Air COP2 2

R. T. 560 none*

R. T. 720 none

430 none none

R. T. 650 none

330 none none

440 none none

270 740 none

260 none none

Dust Layers (OC)
Air CO 2  N2

100 350 410

R. T. 360 210

340 650 none

190 620 790

510 550 760

500 710 750

280 450 500

R.T. 340 330

Min. Electrical
Energy for Ignition

(Millijoules)
Cloud Layer

45 4

5 32

100 64

12 240

25 24

60 1600

5 4

3 6. 4

* No ignition up to temperature limit of test (850 C)

CO2. It is interesting that this same listing obtains when the thermal conduc-
(8) (9)

tivity at 0 C is the criterion. Data reviewed by Coward and Jones indi-

cate a somewhat different order of merit for these same gases when consid-

ering effectiveness in suppressing ignition of stoichiometric mixtures of

hydrogen and oxygen, namely: CO2, N2, He, and Ar. This order is somewhat

sensitive to the dimensions of the container, the given order applying to a tube

of 2. 2 cm diameter.

While these data on metal powders cannot be accorded strong

quantitative significance because of their extreme sensitivity to environmen-

tal conditions, some of the qualitative information derived from these data

is important to the subject at hand. First, finely divided U and UH 3 can

exhibit ignition temperatures of the order of room temperature, or below.

Warf(10) reports that spontaneous ignition of UH 3 has occurred at dry ice

temperatures (-76 C). Second, both CO2 and N2 must be regarded as

stimulative to the pyrophoricity of U and UH 3 , when temperatures ''.e order

Powder

U

UH3

ZrH 2

Zr

Ti

TiH 2

Th

ThH2

14
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100

80

(n

60

40

20

0

H3

6

$ 2

0

p-I-

1 2 3
Dust Conc. (OZ. Ft-3 )

1

1

2, 000

0,000

,000

i, 000

,000

4

Test consisted of igniting given mixture in bomb of 1.2 liters capacity

and monitoring pressure history with recording diaphragm manometer.

U powder size: 1-40 micron, av: 8-10 microns

UH3 powder size: 1-12 micron, av: 3-5 microns

FIGURE 1

Some Pressure Characteristics of Powder

Explosions (7)

AEC-GE RICHLAND. WASH.

15

UH3,6 0

i

,000

J
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U

Th

Zr

Ti

c UH3

ThH2

Z.rH
2

TiH2

2 4 6 8 10
02 Tolerance in Mixture (v/o)

FIGURE 2

Oxygen Tolerance Levels to Prevent Spark

Ignition of Dust Clouds (Ref. 7)

AEC-GE RICHLAND. WASH.

O He

0 N2

0 C0 2

pVA

CO2 A N2 He

0 12 14
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of 2-400 C are involved. Some additional information on CO2 which, to some

extent, refutes these conclusions is presented later. Helium appears to be

the most effective suppressant of U and UH 3 ignition. Third, the volume

specific energy release from the oxidation of U and UH3 is sufficient, under

appropriate reactant and environmental conditions, to generate reactions of

explosive violence.

There have been numerous studies of liquid metal-water reaction

kinetics. A detailed review of this work is beyond the scope of this report.

In general, these studies have further established the dominant role of

specific area in determining the extent and rate of release of reaction energy.

The effect of metal temperature on the water reaction is specific to each

metal. As might be expected, different metals, under the same conditions

of temperature and state of subdivision, will not show the same temperature

response to a given oxidizing environment- -water, or steam in this case.

This is due primarily to differences in their oxidation characteristics and

secondarily to differences in the heat transfer characteristics associated

with the various oxide-metal complexes.

Some studies of the aluminum-water reaction by Long 1 1 ) are

illustrative of some of these points. The basic experiment consisted of

discharging a quantity (10-50 lb) of molten aluminum into a container filled

with water. Among the experimental variables pertinent to this discussion

were the following: temperature of metal (1240-1650 F); diameter of metal

stream entering bath (3/4 to 4 inches); drop distance to bath (3-30 inches);

depth of water in bath (1/4-30 inches); dispersal of aluminum stream prior

to entering the bath. Apparently two main conditions were requisite for a

violent explosion, namely; enclosure of a quantity of liquid water by a com-

pact mass of aluminum at the bottom of the container; an aluminum tempera-

ture sufficiently high to effect both a rapid, essentially explosive, vaporiza-

tion of the water and a rapid oxidation of the metal particles created by the

steam explosion. Conditions inimical to a high metal temperature were:

a low pre-test metal temperature; too small a diameter for the metal stream

entering the bath; too great a water depth; too great a drop height. Factors

opposing the formation of a compact mass of metal at the bottom of the

17
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container were: preliminary dispersal of the stream by a grid; to shallow

a bath depth. There was some question as to the extent of participation by

various physical and chemical reactions (Al-water, H2-air). Under favor-

able circumstances, however, violent explosions qualifying as detonations

were produced. These experiments with aluminum are significant to the

present review in several respects. First, they probably demonstrate the

importance of two factors previously mentioned in connection with the

hazards index (Equation 1), namely: the amount of simultaneously reacting

metal; the specific area of the reacting particles. Second, there was indi-

cation of the necessity for a metal temperature sufficiently high to yield rapid

rates of energy exchange and release from the sequence of events attending

the oxidation. This temperature which might be regarded as critical with

respect to a rapid, or explosive, reaction would be sensitive to the physical

and chemical factors previously discussed in connection with the temperature

rise of a reacting particle. It would, therefore, be sensitive to the specific

reaction conditions. (The tests with metal powders, previously cited, indi-

cated that the oxidation characteristics of aluminum require that a relatively

high temperature be attained before an explosive reaction is possible. Work

at Aerojet(12) corroborates this by showing that explosive reactivity with

water requires temperatures considerably above the M. P. of aluminum.)

Third, these tests demonstrated a mechanism for dispersal of molten metal

which could conceivably have significance for a reactor environment. There

is, as noted previously, a somewhat embarassing ignorance concerning

possible dispersion mechanisms assignable to a given reactor system.

Uranium hydride has had extensive publicity as an important,

perhaps pivotal, factor in the pyrophoric behavior of uranium. Certainly

this attitude is supported by a number of physical and chemical characteris-

tics of UH3 . Under suitable pressure and temperature conditions, the hydride

will generate finely divided uranium. As noted above, the hydride itself is

highly pyrophoric. UH3 is formed under atmosphere and temperature condi-

tions which are readily attainable in service environments. The hydride

has been detected in spike penetration of the metal under corrosion condi-

tions where uranium oxide was the principal product. These hydride spikes
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are potential triggers for a pyrophoric reaction in the event subsequent

mechanical action creates active metal surface adjacent to the hydride.

Waber( 1 3 ' 14) has reviewed evidence that hydroxides, or hydrated oxides

of uranium, may be important, possibly necessary, intermediates in the

rapid oxidation of uranium in the presence of water or steam at certain

temperatures. Apparently little is known of the extent to which hydride and

hydroxide actions are mutually exclusive, or cooperative, with respect to

the oxidation processes of uranium in a hydrous environment. The capacity

of free hydrogen, derived from the corrosion reaction, to initiate and aug-

ment a pyrophoric incident remains obscure. There is, however, increas-

ing evidence that water, or hydrogen, is a virtual necessity at some stage

in the history of a uranium fire, or explosion incident. Somewhat more

detailed comments relating to uranium hydride are in a following section.

IV. REACTOR FIRE EXPERIENCE

The major hazard attending the combustion of irradiated uranium

is the possibility of uncontrolled release of radioactive material. Loss of

control could be effected by overburdening the containment facilities of the

reactor or by bypassing containment facilities as a consequence of struc-

tural damage to the containment system. The burden imposed on radio-

activity containment equipment by the cumbustion of even small quantities

of uranium may be indicated by the fact that a fission product inventory of

the order of 16 curies per gram of uranium can be developed by exposures

of less than 1000 MWD/T. Healy(15) estimates that roughly 50 per cent of

these fission products will be vaporized at temperatures the order of the

melting point of uranium. Considering the possibilities of transferring the

remaining, high boiling point, fission products as particulate matter, the

radioactive contamination potential of a uranium fire is readily appreciated.

In considering uranium pyrophoricity in reactor environments,

there are two general factors which must be added to the already complex

situation obtaining for ex-reactor behavior. These are, namely: physical

effects induced in metallic uranium by irradiation; chemical changes induced

in the uranium-cladding complex by irradiation. Specific effects comprised

by the first factor might be: cracking and porosity which greatly increase
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the potential, active, area associated with a given mass of uranium; resid-

ual stress which is a source of activation energy for an oxidation reaction;

self heating from fission product decay; micro and macro defects which

reduce the thermal conductance of the uranium and its ability to dissipate

the fission product heat. The generation of fissures and porosity in

metallic uranium by irradiation and the development of substantial stresses

in a fuel element are known consequences of reactor service--the magni-

tude of which depend on service conditions and the fuel element fabrication

history. Reductions of 10- 15 per cent in the thermal conductivity have been

reported(16) for uranium after 0. 02 per cent burnup. The second general

factor might include fission and decay products which, depending on their

disposition within the uranium, could impart local, or bulk, pyrophoric

sensitizationto the uranium. A number of fission and decay products, in

suitable concentration, could possibly fulfill this function of increasing the

pyrophoric potential of uranium. It is, therefore, not surprising to find

considerable support for the belief that the pyrophoric potential of metallic

uranium is markedly increased by reactor service. Fortunately, however,

corroborating evidence is not impressive. The number of known fuel element

fires in reactors, or their immediate environments, has been surprisingly

low. Although the low fuel element failure frequency for Hanford reactors

is a remarkably good testament to the excellence of fabrication and inspec-

tion techniques, it would have presented a significant operational problem

had a fire and a release of fission products attended each defected element.

A list of the fire incidents--attributable to uranium or uranium

compounds- -which have occurred in Hanford reactors is given in Table IV.

The intensity and duration of these fires varied from essentially puff dis-

charges of luminous particles to sustained fires which might have consumed

the entire fuel element in the absence of quenching facilities. The sparse

data and information available for each incident do not permit, to any

extent, unambiguous identification of critical factors which were common

to these incidents. In general, the temperature history of the fuel elements

prior to the fire is indeterminant. Occurrence of the fires at various times

following shutoff of the cooling water, plus the variation in fuel element
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HANFORD

TABLE IV

SLUG FIRE INFORMATION

Tube/Reactor

0961/H

1267/C

1965/C

3091/KW

Comments

Recirculation loop facility.
Fire upon restoration of water to tube.
Puff fire inside tubelRef. 17).

Extended process tube broke under own
weight and exposed fuel element.
Element burned for about 6 min (Ref. 18).

Enriched (1. 44%) I & E fuel element
exposed after process tube broke under
under own weight. Element burned
about 10 min (Ref. 19).

Attempt to break extended section of
process tube left hanging tube segment
containing ruptured fuel element which
burned for 3-5 sec (Ref. 20).

exposure, suggest a substantial variation in the pre-ignition temperature

history. When the defected fuel element effected partial blocking of the

process tube, there is virtually no knowledge of the temperature abnormali-

ties which might have contributed to the fire incident.

In three of the four incidents listed in Table IV, a fire, or pyrophoric

display, was virtually simultaneous with a mechanical action which probably

caused rapid exposure of sub-cladding material to the air. The breaking

of a process tube at a section containing the defective fuel element is an

example of such action. The circumstances attending the recirculation loop

incident at H reactor also suggest that the fire resulted from sudden expo-

sure of oxidizable material to air. In this case it is suspected that a pro-

tective layer of oxidation product was swept away by the air preceeding an

advancing water slug. Sudden removal of a protective layer can be equiva-

lent, in pyrophoric effect, to the more spectacular destruction of cladding

noted above. The recirculation loop incident is probably evidence that this

unwanted condition can be achieved by attempts at rapid cooling of a system

which has experienced substantial oxidation.

Date

11/1/55

9/16/56

9/27/57

4/29/59
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This indication that sudden exposure of oxidizable material is a

critical factor in fuel fires is consistent with previous considerations of

pyrophoricity in this report. Sudden exposure increases the amount of

essentially simultaneously reacting material, which in turn increases the

demand on environmental cooling factors if ignition is to be prevented.

Depending on the nature of the fuel element defect and the removal

operations, the abnormalities of an element upon discharge from the core

can range from relatively minute cladding perforations to gross loss of

cladding. The fact that pyrophoric displays from these elements upon

exposure to the air are rare occurrences suggests that protective oxida-

tion products were developed during core residence. There are two impli-

cations here. Either the chemical-mechanical action on the fuel element

while in the core is generally not sufficient to effect rapid exposure of

active material to the process tube atmosphere, or the heat dissipation or

oxidation characteristics of the process tube environment do not permit an

ignition situation to develop. There have been occasional indications from

radioactivity monitors that a puff discharge of radioactive material occurred

while the fuel element was in core residence. From such exterior monitor-

ing, it is impossible to judge whether this was a consequence of a fire action,

or a removal of corrosion products by the process tube coolant. In the

absence of action which effects rapid exposure of active material in the core,

Hanford fuel fire experience indicates that the time between emergence from

the process tube and fall into the retention basin is the critical period from

the standpoint of fuel element fires. It will be indicated later that the crit-

icality of this period is not as sensitive to fuel element temperature as

might be expected.

Operations incidental to metallographic examination of irradiated

uranium provide an excellent opportunity for the manifestation of irradia-

tion induced pyrophoricity. Kittel(2 1 ) reported on pyrophoric behavior dis-

played by irradiated specimens of natural uranium and various uranium

alloys. Kittel's data are given in Table V. It was reported that combustion

was sustained until the specimen was completely oxidized. Some dependence

of ignition time on the specimen weight is indicated by these data. The
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TABLE V

IGNITION DATA FOR IRRADIATED URANIUM

(Reference 21)

Composition

U-0. 52 w/o Zr
10% enriched

U, 10% enriched

U, 10% enriched

Natural U

U-10w/o Pu

Fabric and
H.T.

Swaged 300 C,
1 hr 800 C;
2 hr 575 C

As cast

Swaged 300 C,
20 min 725 C;
2 hr 575 C

Powder Compact

Extruded 500 C;
2 min at 645 C;
1 hr 500 C

Pre-irrad. Size (In)
L D

0. 750 0. 125

1.00

1.00

1.00

0. 750

0. 16

0. 16

0. 375

0. 120

Weight
(g)

2. 8

6. 5

6. 5

33. 6

2. 8

Exposure
(MWD/T)

14000

8400

10000

4500

3800

Max. Irrad. Approx.
Temp. . Ignition Time*

(*C) (Min)

620 5

790

720

770

520

10

15

40

5

* Time between drying of specimen, after chemical cleaning, and ignition
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temperature histories of these specimens, subsequent to irradiation, were

not given. Photographs of typical specimens show that extensive roughening,

and probably porosity, had developed as a result of the irradiation. Kittel

noted, however, that spontaneous ignition was not characteristic of the bulk

of the irradiated specimens subjected to the exposure levels given in Table

V. The majority of the specimens exhibited normal, essentially isothermal,

oxidation behavior. The factors which sensitized this material were not

identified.

Unpublished work at ORNL(22) indicates that an exposure of the

order of 500 MWD/T effects roughly a 50 per cent increase in the air oxida-

tion rate of uranium, within the temperature range 800-1000 C. Lower

exposure levels (unspecified) were said to have no influence on the oxida-

tion rate. It was also reported that uranium containing small amounts of

aluminum exhibited an unusually rapid temperature rise upon exposure to

air at temperaturesthe order of 400 C. Further information with regard

to alloying effects will be discussed later. The significance of these oxida-

tion data would be enhanced by information concerning the physical and

chemical condition of the test material. A 50 per cent change in oxidation

rate is well within the rather spectacular scatter band of reported oxida-

tion data for unirradiated uranium and, hence, is not particularly

illuminating.

Evidence of strong irradiation influence on uranium pyrophoricity

has not been augmented by Hanford experience in handling irradiated ura-

nium. A review of fire incidents with Hanford personnel handling both irra-

diated and unirradiated uranium has not revealed any particular bias with

respect to the pyrophoric behavior of the two types of material. The expo-

sure range presented by fuel elements whose abnormalities have occasioned

destructive examination- -roughly 100 to 2000 MWD/T--should have been

sufficient, however, to permit some identification of irradiation effects. In

preparation for micro and macro examination, the fuel elements have been

subjected to various mechanical operations, such as sawing, grinding,

polishing, etc., which should have provided ample activation for a pyrophoric
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display. Fortunately, the Hanford fire experience has been very limited.

There has been, however, a sufficient quantity of uranium handled, in

various physical and chemical conditions, to present an impressive argu-

ment against the claim of strong irradiation influence on uranium

pyrophoric ity.

Available information on the NRX(23) and Windscale(24) reactor

accidents--each involving melting of a substantial quantity of uranium--

does not materially add to present knowledge of irradiation effects. The

very restricted limits of observation attending these accidents permitted

little opportunity to appraise the violence of the uranium oxidation, Post

accident inspection of NRX core components suggested some correspondence

between exposure level of the uranium and the extent of the oxidation.

Hurst(23) submitted that this difference in the oxidation response of the

various fuel elements could be attributed to thermal conductivity decrease

effected by the irradiation.

Inadvertent blocking of coolant to a process tube at the Hanford K

reactor caused a local temperature excursion sufficient to melt a number

of pounds of uranium. (25) Although there was surprisingly effective con-

finement and protection of the molten uranium by an Al-U diffusion product,

there was some exposure of molten uranium to the ambient atmosphere.

Extensive examination of the effected core components revealed remarkably

little evidence of uranium oxidation- -certainly no indication of a significant

fire action. The oxidizing power of the atmosphere which might have been

ambient to the uranium during the course of this accident cannot be deter-

mined, beyond the fact that both water and steam were involved at some

stage. As noted above, temperatures in excess of the MP of uranium were

attained by a substantial number of fuel elements. Several uranium castings

were formed by ejection of molten uranium into graphite interstices follow-

ing rupture of the process tube. During examination, one of these castings

(1/4 inch thick plates) ignited upon contact with tongs and burned completely.

Kittel(21) noted a similar occurrence. The exposure level of this material

was far below the levels indicated in Table V for Kittel's specimens. These

castings were found to contain about 0. 03 w/o Al. There was no identifica-

tion of an active substance.
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Because there is still substantial ignorance concerning the physical

and chemical factors affecting pyrophoricity, any denial of irradiation

influence would be senseless. There is, as noted above, some conflict of

evidence on this score. In the following, some facts relating to uranium

corrosion and pyrophoricity will be reviewed. It will be indicated that the

bulk of uranium fire experience to date can be explained without invoking a

mysterious irradiation influence.

V. SOME PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM

A. Miscellaneous Physical Properties

Some data on physical properties of uranium which are involved in

considerations of heat dissipation and temperature response to a heat source

are given in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. In general, these data are sensitive

to the chemical and metallurgical histories of the uranium. Most of these

properties are affected, to some extent, by irradiation. Quantitative data

on irradiation effects are not extensive and, in general, do not permit confi-

dent corrections to published data on unirradiated uranium. Because of the

importance of the vapor phase to combustion processes, vapor pressure data

for uranium, zirconium, and aluminum are given in Figure 8.

B. Some Metallurgical Reactions

1. General

Uranium must function in close conjunction with metals comprising

the process tube, cladding and bond layers. The reactivity of uranium with

these metals and the physical and chemical characteristics of the resulting

alloys and compounds have an obvious importance to the subject of uranium

pyrophoricity. Both the NRX(23) and Hanford K reactor(25) incidents pro-

vided demonstration of the powerful influence that metal-metal reaction can

exert on the course of uranium oxidation in a reactor environment. Some

indication of uranium reactivity with other metals is given in Tables VI and

VII. Aluminum, silicon and zirconium are prominent co-workers with

uranium in reactor service and somewhat more detailed consideration of the

reactions of these metals with uranium is in order.
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TABLE VI

BEHAVIOR OF VARIOUS METALS WITH URANIUM

(Reference 5)

Behavior Metals'

Form intermetallic
compounds

Form solid solutions
but no intermetallic
compounds

Form neither solid
solutions not inter-
metallic compounds

A: Al, Be, Bi, Co, Cu, Ga, Au,
Fe, Pb, Mn, Hg, Ni, Sn

B: Ge, In, Ir, Pd, Pt, T1, Zn

B: Mo, Ti, Zr, Nb

A: Cr, Mg, Ag, Ta, Th, W, V

B: Ca, Ce, La, Nd, Pr, Na

1 A denotes extensively studied
B denotes only slightly studied

TABLE VII

COMPATIBILITY OF VARIOUS METALS WITH URANIUM

(Reference 27)

Metal

Tungsten
Tantalum
Niobium
Zirconium
Titanium
Molybdenum
Tantalum coated nickel
Vanadium
Chromium
Nickel
Stainless steel
Nimonic (Ni-Cr-Fe alloy)
Inconel (Ni-Cr-Fe alloy)

Temp. at which 20-mil can
is penetrated in min

( C)

1500
1460
1430
1380
1350
1280
1130
1130
1000

850-950

Class

I

II

III
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2. Uranium-Aluminum

The metallurgical reactions between Al and U are of particular

interest because of two factors: there has been demonstration in the NRX(23)

and K reactor(25) accidents that extensive alloying, or intermetallic com-

pound formation, can occur between Al cladding and U fuel in a loss-of-

coolant accident; there is good evidence that the resulting Al-U reaction

product profoundly affects the extent to which both solid and molten ura-

nium are influenced by the oxidizing atmosphere prevailing under the acci-

dent conditions. The U-Al phase diagram is given in Figure 9. This system

exhibits very limited mutual solid solubility. At least three intermetallic

compounds, namely: UA12, UAl3, UAl , can form in this system, with

melting points of 1590, 1350, and 730 C, respectively. A eutectic, contain-

ing about 6 a/o Al is reported at 1105 C. Diffusiontests with U-Al couples

have shown(16) that UA13 is the predominant phase generated by U-Al dif-

fusion at temperatures below the MP of Al. Until destroyed by physical,

or chemical, action this phase could provide containment of molten U up to

temperatures the order of 1350 C--about 220 C over the MP of U. Analysis

of slug material from the K reactor accident showed that UA13 was the prin-

cipal U-Al reaction product. One slug contained a region of finely dispersed

UA12 in a U matrix. The UA1 3 was credited with containment of a substantial

fraction of the molten U generated by the accident.

Data given by Holden(16) permit a rough estimate of the rate of forma-

tion of the UA13 diffusion product as a function of time and temperature. If

X is the thickness of the UA1 3 layer, then the following rate equation has been

found applicable:

X 2 = A t exp (-Q/RT) (11)

where A is a pre-exponential term, t is the diffusion time, Q and R are the

usual pseudo activation energy and gas constant terms, respectively, aris-

ing from assumption of an Arrhenius type temperature dependence. Holden

summarizes A and Q data from various sources for temperatures up to the

MP of Al. X values corresponding to various temperatures and times were

computed from these A and Q data. The roughly averaged results are
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summarized in Figure 12, where the UA13 thickness (X) is given as a func-

tion of T and t. Above about 400 C, UA13 formation reportedly shows a

positive sensitivity to pressure. Quantitative information on this effect is

sparce. Even with pressure corrections to the data of Figure 12, a sensible

application of the corrections to a working environment would pose some

difficulty.

There have been indications that small amounts of Al increase the

oxidation rate of irradiated U and lower the ignition temperature of massive

U. Some discussion of. this is in a following section.

3. Uranium-Silicon

The use of Si as a thermal bond layer constituent in fuel slugs justi-

fies a brief review of the U-Si system. The U-Si phase diagram is given in

Figure 10. This system shows very limited solid solubilities. A number

of intermetallic compounds are reported, namely: USi3 (1510), USi2 (1610),

U2Si3 (1610), USi (1575), U3Si2 (1665), and U 3 Si (930). The melting, or

decomposition temperature ( C), is given in parenthesis. A eutectic, con-

taining about 8 a/o Si melts at 985 C. Silicon in combination with Al and U

has demonstrated effectiveness in retarding water attack on U.28) No attempt

at a review of the complex metallurgy and chemistry involved will be made.

In an accident effecting gross melting of fuel elements and process tubes,

the small quantity of silicon involved would not be expected to have a strong

influence on the combustion characteristics of the metal assembly.

4. Uranium-Zirconium

The present, and proposed, use of Zr (principally as the Sn alloy,

Zircaloy-2) for fuel element cladding and process tubes, forces attention to

possible influences of this metal on the pyrophoric characteristics of ura-

nium. As previously noted, Zr, by itself, presents a fire and explosion

hazard. This aspect of Zr has not been satisfactorily characterized with

respect to reactor environments, and it demands further attention with the

imminence of extensive use of Zr in large reactors. A brief discussion of

this matter was included in a recent review of the properties of Zircaloy-2I2 9 )
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The U-Zr phase diagram is given in Figure 11. This system exhibits

unlimited mutual solubility below the liquidus? and above roughly 870 C. The

terminal solid solutions ranges are, as shown in Figure 11, very narrow.

An intermetallic solid, delta, phase develops below about 600 C. This phase

(occasionally called epsilon) spans a Zr range of about 65 to 75 a/o. The

violent explosions experienced during nitric acid etching of U-Zr alloys have

been attributed to this delta phase.

Gens(30) has given a fairly detailed discussion of the factors involved

in the explosive oxidation of U-Zr alloys. As indicated by Figure 11, this

delta phase will form at temperatures below roughly 600 C whenever the U

or Zr content in the metal exceeds the solubility limits of the terminal solid

solution involved. The alpha U phase will tolerate only about 0. 4 w/o Zr,

while alpha Zr will contain a maximum of about 3. 8 w/o U. The presence

of finely dispersed delta phase within a matrix is believed to be a necessary,

bur not sufficient, condition for an explosive reaction with etchants. The

etchant must preferentially dissolve the matrix leaving a residue of delta

particles of high specific area. With etchants of suitable oxidizing power,

this aggregate of delta particles can oxidize explosively upon activation by

stirring, etc. It has been found that U-Zr alloys containing less than about

30 w/o Zr can generate a dispersion of delta phase in a U matrix which can

satisfy the explosive conditions with HNO3. When HF is added to HNO 3,

in amounts sufficient to yield a F/Zr mole ratio greater than about 4, it

prevents this explosive reaction by effecting rapid dissolution of the delta

phase.

The significance of the U-Zr delta phase to the pyrophoricity of U

and U-Zr alloys is not clear. Obviously three factors are operative in the

explosions with HNO 3 , namely: the high specific area of the reacting parti-

cles--which is consonant with previous sections of this report; a corrodant

with a highly selective attack; a reactivity between the delta phase and the

corrodant (HNO 3 ) sufficient to yield an explosion with aggregates of delta

particles, under relatively mild activation. The occurrence of some delta

phase would be an inevitable consequence of co-melting and solidification
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of U and Zr. Gens(30) reports that temperatures in excess of 700 C are

required to develop delta phase in Zr-2 clad uranium slugs. The delta

phase has been observed in spike penetration of Zr boundaries, several

mills away from the Zr-U interface.

Using Equation 11, the growth of the delta phase within a U-Zr couple

can be estimated from A and Q data obtained by Mash and Disselhorst.( 3 1)

The data are based on observations of phase boundaries at room temperature,

after exposure at the indicated temperatures. X is the penetration of the

U-Zr diffusion zone (consisting either of pure delta, or a two phase mixture

of delta in Zr) into the Zr cladding. The thickness X of the diffusion zone

is given as a function of exposure temperature and time in Figure 13. The

ranges of the diffusion temperatures and time used for the basic data of

Figure 13 were 300-1050 C and 6-1812 hours,respectively.

(32)According to the U-Zr-O terniary phase diagram , existence of the

delta phase is severely limited by dissolved oxygen (unstable for 0 concen-

trations greater than about 2 a/o). While the capacity of U for dissolved

oxygen is low (about 0. 003 w/o at the MP of U( 33 )), that of Zr is more than

sufficient(34) to strongly inhibit delta formation at temperatures where sig-

nificant solid state diffusion occurs. Admitting the possibility of delta forma-

tion under accident, or abnormal operating conditions, the generation of

an aggregate of delta particles requires that a substantial differential exist

between the oxidation rates of the matrix metal and the delta phase. A

pyrophoric display from the delta phase requires further: exposure of the

delta particles to an oxidizing atmosphere; a reactivity with the atmosphere

sufficient to cause ignition. Barnartt(35) studied the oxidation characteris-

tics of a 50 w/o U-Zr alloy in oxygen at one atmosphere pressure. This

composition is within the delta range. It was reported that over the tempera-

ture range 200-500 C the alloy exhibited much lower oxidation rates than

pure U and somewhat higher rates than pure Zr. This situation would favor

the exposure of delta particles in a U matrix but not in a Zr matrix--which

is similar to the situation obtaining with HNO3 as the oxidizer. The fact

the oxidation rate of the delta phase in 02 is substantially below that of U,

suggests that no pyrophoric sensitization of massive U would be expected
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from delta inclusions. The pyrophoric behavior of finely divided delta phase

in air would probably be comparable to either U or Zr, although there is little

information in this respect.

C. Chemical Reactions of Uranium

1. General

Miscellaneous reaction products of uranium are listed in Table VIII.

Where available, heat of formation data are given, together with indications

of the temperature at which a significant reaction rate occurs. The multi-

plicity of oxidation states of U is reflected by the number of uranium com-

pounds formed with a given reactant. In general, the existence limits of

these compounds with respect to composition, temperature, and pressure,

are not known extensively. Some of these compounds, such as UH3 and

certain nitrides, are known to be pyrophoric. Undoubtedly a substantial

number of the reaction products listed in Table VIII could fulfill the role

of an igniter for uranium, under certain conditions.

Some considerations of the reactivity of U with atmospheres having

relevance to Hanford reactors are in the following sections.

2. Uranium-Water/Steam

Following the development of a cladding defect which permits contact

of the U with the process tube atmosphere, the reactions of U with water

and steam--probably in that order--control, the development of protective

oxide layers during subsequent cladding deterioration. This oxidation, as

previously noted, is probably responsible for the inertness of defected fuel

elements upon exposure to air at the time of discharge. Brugman and

Hoxeng( 28) have reviewed uranium-water corrosion data and their averaging

of data from various sources is given in Figure 14, where the linear oxida-

tion rate (K1 ) is given as a function of temperature.

These data are sensitive to sample and environmental factors, as

well as the total exposure time and are, therefore, sufficient only for order

of magnitude estimates of water corrosion damage to U. Uranium corrosion

in water, at temperatures below about 212 F, is strongly sensitive to the
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TABLE VIII

CHEMICAL REACTIONS OF METALLIC URANIUM

(Reference 5)

Reaction Temp. 1  -AH* formation
(*C) Product (Kcal/mol product)

H2

C

N2

P

02

S

F2

C12

Br2

I2
H2O

HF (gaseous)

HCl (gaseous)

NH 
3

H2S

NO

N2ON204
CH4

CO

CO
2

250

1800-2400

700

1000P

150-350

500

250

500

650

350

100

350P

300P

700

500P

400

25

635-900P

750

750

UH 3

UC, U 2 C 3, UC 2
UN, UN 2

U3PU34
UO2, U308

US2

UF 6

UCl4 , UC15 , UC16

UB r4

UI3, UI4

UO2

UF4

UCl3

UN1. 75
US, U23, US2

U308
UO2 (NO3 ) 2 , 2NO2
UC

UO2 plus UC

UO2 plus UC

30. 4

28 (UC)

80 (UN)

854 (U 3 08 )

505

251 (UCl4 )

197

115 (UI3)

259

443

213

1 refers to massive U; P denotes powdered U

Reactant
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oxygen and hydrogen concentrations of the water. The data given in Figure

14 are for hydrogen saturated water--a condition which would quickly obtain

in a static system. Oxygen is a strong retardant of U corrosion by water.

At 70 C, the corrosion rate for hydrogen saturated water is reported to be

roughly 20X that of aerated, oxygen saturated water.(28) Waber( 1 4 )

proposes that uranium hydroxides, or hydrated oxides, are responsible

for the accelerated attack of U in hydrous atmospheres. Oxygen in the

water is believed to retard corrosion by reducing hydroxide formation in

favor of a protective, hydroxide-free scale layer. This hydroxide hypoth-

esis (also suggested by Huddle( 3 6)) is, to some extent, an alternative to

contentions that UH3 is the critical, stimulative, factor in water and steam

corrosion of U. There is considerable evidence that UH3 is formed in the

course of water and steam corrosion of U over a wide range of tempera-

tures although there is still poor identification of the physical and chemical

conditions conducive to hydride formation. Hydroxides and UH3 would not

appear to be mutually exclusive and a complete theory of uranium corrosion

by hydrous atmospheres will doubtless have to provide for both of these

reaction products. For the purposes of this discussion, the water corro-

sion of U may be represented by the following, qualitative equations:

U + H2O (1) -- U2 + H2 (low H, high 0 environment)

- UO2 + UH3 (high H, low 0) (12)

- UO2 + hydrated oxides and/or hydroxides
(high H, low 0)

These reactions, within certain temperature limits, are probably applicable

to the U-steam reaction.

Unfortunately, existing data on steam reactions with U are inconsis-

tent in three important respects: the modes, or laws, of oxidation which

operate at various temperatures and at various times under isothermal

conditions; the absolute value of the oxidation corresponding to given oxida-

tion circumstances- -time, temperature, and atmosphere; the principal

oxidation products resulting from given oxidizing conditions.
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The reaction, U + 2H 2 0 - UO 2 + 2H2 , is generally considered to be

a satisfactory representation of the U-steam reaction. There is some evi-

dence(3) that U308 becomes increasingly important at temperatures in

excess of roughly 250 C. As noted above, hydroxides, hydrated oxides, and

UH3 are probably also involved at various temperatures. Hopkinson(38)

reported the presence of UH3 (at room temperature) after steam oxidation

at temperatures as high as 1060 C, and noted that there was greater hydride

development, the higher the oxidation temperature. Brugman and Hoxeng(2 8 )

stress the importance of the following reactions in steam corrosion of U:

U+ 2H2 0 - UO2 + 2H2

U + -H 2 -UH 3  (13)

2H20 + UH 3 - UO2 + 3 1/2 H 2

which produce UH3 as well as H2 for the regeneration of UH3 . The physical

and chemical conditions which delimit the occurrence of UH3 in steam oxida-

tion are, as previously noted, not well known at present. The importance of

UH3 to the subject of uranium pyrophoricity justifies a separate, following,

section on this compound.

Some indication of the unsatisfactory situation with respect to U-steam

reaction data is given in Figure 15, where linear oxidation rate data from

various sources are given as a function of temperature. While the linear

law is reportedly not strictly applicable to some of the data, effective linear

rates- -yielding the observed total oxidation for a given exposure time--have

been used in Figure 15, and these suffice for purposes of rough comparison.

Data from three British sources, Huddle( 3 6 ), Wathen( 3 7 ) and Hopkinson( 3 8 )

are plotted, together with results reported by Lemmon. (39) Some preliminary
data obtained by Scott of Hanford Laboratory (40) are also presented. Extent

of oxidation was determined either by measuring the metal loss(3 6, 37, 38, 40)

or by measuring the hydrogen evolved during the reaction. (39) In the latter

case, UO2 and H2 were taken as the principal reaction products. There is

not sufficient information on the chemical, mechanical, and thermal histories
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of the test materials involved in Figure 15 to permit any judgement as to the

possible influence of these variables on the oxidation characteristics of the

respective materials. The strongly exothermic reaction involved makes the

achievement of an isothermal oxidation condition extremely difficult at the

higher temperatures. The rather spectacular disagreement indicated in

Figure 15 is, perhaps, attributable as much to uncontrolled temperature

variation as to any other factor.

Huddle ad(38)
The data of Huddle36) andHopkinson indicate that the U-steam

reaction rate does not increase monotonically with temperature; but exhibits
(38)several maximum below the MP of U. Hopkinson ascribes the maximum

near 300 C to the formation of UH3, which, through physical effects,
(36)decreases the protective quality of the UO2. Huddle attributed the

decrease in rate in the range of 300-600 C to changes in the physical charac-

teristics of the UO2 which increase the resistance of the oxide to oxygen

penetration via diffusion paths, or gross structural faults, in the oxide.

Hopkinson noted a marked increase in the compactness and adherence of the

oxide at temperatures over 800 C. The complex shape of the rate-temperature

characteristic beyond 600 C was attributed to changes in the physical struc-

ture of the UO2.

Huddle cites unpublished British data indicating that a hydrous atmo-

sphere increases the tendency of UO2 to sinter, with the implication that

sintering increases the protective value of the oxide. Antill 41) states that

appreciable UO2 sintering is not observed at temperatures below about 1300 C.

He attributes the development of structurally sound UO2 at lower tempera-

tures more to an increase in the plasticity of the oxide than to sintering.

It was noted previously that there was surprisingly little evidence of U oxida-

tion during the course of the K reactor incident. The British data, indi-

cating that a marked diminution in oxidation rate occurs over certain tempera-

ture ranges (of Figure 15), was invoked in explanation of this occurrence.

Free energy data for the U-steam and U-02 reactions, calculated by Huddle 36)

indicate that U would react preferentially with 0 in a steam atmosphere

containing free oxygen- -assuming comparable activation energies are involved.
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Air contamination of steam could possibly effect a significant alteration in

the physical characteristics of the oxide layer, manifested by changes in the
(40)apparent steam oxidation rate. Scott has suggested this as a possible

factor in the discrepancies seen in Figure 16. The U-steam reaction would

be expected to show some positive sensitivity to steam pressure--assuming

some parallelism to the U-O2 reaction, which has shown a positive rate of

change with respect to pressure. The data of Lemmon(39), given in

Figure 15, were taken at 50 psi. Possibly some of the difference between

these data and those of Scott is attributable to pressure effects. The reaction

may also be influenced by the partial pressure of hydrogen in the steam

if hydrogen involvement in the corrosion products is affected by this factor.

There is little, or no, quantitative information of significance on these

effects.

Huddle's( 36) calculations of the heat release from the U-steam and

U-02 reactions are given in Figure 16. Any estimate of the rate of heat

release from the U-steam reaction is rendered highly speculative by the

present uncertainty with respect to the U-steam reaction kinetics.

3. Uranium-Hydrogen

The reaction between a metal and water, or steam, generates hydro-

gen according to the following qualitative reactions:

xM + yH2 O MXOy + H2 + (H absorbed by metal in solution)

+ (H incorporated in metal
hydrides, hydroxides, and/or
hydrated oxides)

+ (H incorporated in oxide as ions
or neutral atoms and molecules)

The relative importance of the several alternative disposition schemes

depends on the oxidation conditions. There are three potential activities

of hydrogen which could qualify this element as an important intermediary,

or direct participant, in reactor fire and explosion events. First, free

hydrogen, generated by a metal-water reaction, can constitute a serious

explosion hazard to local core regions, or the general reactor system,

depending on the conditions of confinement, hydrogen density, and the
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dilution by air and inerts. A subsidiary consequence of a hydrogen explo-

sion might be the creation of a dispersion of molten metal which could, in

turn, significantly augment the chemical power release from a fire, or

explosion, incident. While the conditions under which a potentially hazard-

ous quantity of hydrogen could develop are perhaps within the purview of

the present discussion, the hydrogen hazard, by itself, is of sufficient

scope to justify a separate report. Second, hydrogen disposed at the metal-

oxide interface or within the oxide in chemical combination with the oxida-

tion participants, or in elemental form, can markedly affect the oxidation

rate of the metal. As noted previously, hydrides, and hydroxides, have

been proposed as critical intermediaries in the rapid attack of uranium by

steam, or water. Apart from increasing the rate of structural degradation

of core components, an increased oxidation rate adds to the burden of the

environmental cooling facilities in preventing an energy excursion. Third,

the formation of uranium hydride increases the fire potential associated

with uranium in two ways, namely; by the creation of a uranium compound

which, through its propensity to revert to powder from, and its inherent

reactivity, is a highly pyrophoric substance; by the generation of powdered

highly active, uranium through the thermal decomposition of the hydride

under certain P and T conditions. Because of the importance of UH3 to

uranium pyrophoricity, some attention to the properties of UH3 and the

conditions for its formation is in order.

Two hydrides of U have been reported, commonly designated the

delta and epsilon phases--both having the formula UH3. The epsilon

form is the one generated at temperatures of significance to the present

discussion. Warf( 1 0 ) and co-workers at the Ames laboratory, have pre-

sented several comprehensive summaries of the properties of UH3 . Some

appreciation for the reactivity of this compound may be had from Table IX.

which incorporates some of the findings reported by Warf. The difficulty

of assigning a pyrophoricity index has been noted above. The reactivity of

UH described by Warf, as well as the powder ignition work previously

cited(7), clearly identify UH3 as a dangerous material. It has been demon-

strated that UH3 has a reactivity with water, air, and steam which, coupled
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TABLE IX

REACTIVITY OF UH 3

(Reference 10)

Product

H 20, U 308

Nitride, H2

UO2, H2

UO2, H2

UO2, C or carbide

Uranyl nitrate
oxides of nitrogen

Uranyl chloride, C, HCl

Comments

Ignition can occur at
temperatures as low as
-76 C

Fairly rapid reaction at
250 C; ignition will
continue in N2 after initial
combustion in air

Reaction proceeds at, or
below, R. T. Violence
depends on relative
amounts and rate of contact
of water and hydride

Rapid reaction; can cause
mass of UH3 to reach
luminescence

Fairly rapid at R. T.,
rapid at 300 C; combustion
initiated in air can be
sustained in CO 2

Violent reaction; explosion
and ignition possible

Violent reaction; explosion
and ignition possible

Products of thermal decomposition of UH 3

250-300
450-500
900 C

C: finely divided U (very reactive) plus H 2
C: hard, coarse U particles plus H 2

massive U metal aggregate plus H 2

Reactant

N2

H2O

Steam

CO2

HNO 3

CCl4
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with the strong potential for formation of this compound under certain

reactor conditions, justifies present contentions that UH3 is a prime factor

in fuel element fires. In addition to the inherent reactivity of UH3 , this

compound shows a tendency to revert to powder form after removal of the
(10, 42)ambient hydrogen atmosphere. As noted at the bottom of Table IX,

in the temperature range 250-300 C, thermal decomposition of UH3 gener-

ates a finely divided U. It is seen that both the formation and the decompo-

sition of this compound tend to increase the pyrophoric potential of the

affected environment.

The hydriding and dissociation reactions under discussion may be

stated,

Hydriding

U+ 3/2H 2  UH 3  (14)

Dissociation

which is a specific case of the following, more general, qualitative state-

ment of the U-H reaction giving possible reaction products:

U + H2 -UH3
2 (15)

- UH3 (U) + U(H)

- U(H)

where UH3 (U) and U(H) represent solid solutions of uranium in UH3 and

hydrogen in a uranium matrix, respectively. The products from a U-H

reaction depend on the temperature, as well as the pressure of the ambient

hydrogen gas. Within its stability range, each product has an equilibrium

hydrogen pressure (ph), fixed by the product and the temperature. When

this pressure is varied, the composition, or identity, of the solid product

tends to adjust to the new pressure level. The equilibrium, or dissociation,

pressure of UH 3 exhibits a rapid rise with temperature and at temperatures

in excess roughly 250 C, rapidly attains a significant magnitude with respect

to hydrogen pressures which might obtain in a working environment. The

practical consequence of this is that, within the temperature range of pre-

sent interest, the kinetics of formation of UH 3 , as well as the phase rel-

tionships of the U-H system, are strongly sensitive to the ambient hydrogen

pressure.
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The work of Warf(10), Albrecht, and Mallet( 4 2 , 43), Mallet and

Trzeciak , and Gibb( 4 5 ) has contributed to an understanding of this fairly
complex situation. Consider a quantity of UH3 at a given temperature and

under a hydrogen pressure which exceeds, or equals, the dissociation pres-

sure (pH) corresponding to the given temperature.(T). Two variations of the

system parameters are of interest, namely: a decrease of the H2 pressure

(pH) at constant T; an increase in the T at constant pH. Both variations will

cause some decomposition of the UH3 when the H2 pressure falls below the

equilibrium pressure of UH3 at the prevailing temperature. The UH3

decomposition will first generate a dilute solution of uranium in UH3 (UH3 (U),

usually written UHx, with x less than 3). As the differential between the

ambient H2 pressure and pH for pure UH3 increases, further dilution of the

UH3 by uranium will occur (i. e., x decreases). A continued variation of pH

or T, as above, will eventually create a second phase--a terminal solid

solution of hydrogen in uranium in equilibrium with UHx. Variation beyond

this point will effect disappearance of the UHx, the prevailing phases becoming

gaseous hydrogen and a solid solution of hydrogen in uranium- -of decreasing

H content. These decomposition reactions will, as noted previously, yield

finely divided uranium, which, upon sudden exposure to an oxidizing atmo-

sphere, can oxidize with explosive violence, or at a sufficient rate to cause

ignition. The formation of UH3 is of equal interest to the present review

and essentially the above variations, with reversed trends of pH and T, will

provide a qualitative description of the formation of UHx, or UH 3 , from the

starting point of metallic uranium and gaseous hydrogen. Some indication of

the dependence of these formation and decomposition reactions on pH and T

is given in Figure 17, based on data from References 44 and 45.

The authors previously cited have studied the kinetics of formation
(1) (42)of UH3 over wide ranges of T and pH. Both Warf 0) and Albrecht

report a short induction period after exposure of U to H2 before start of

hydriding. Warf states that oxygen contamination of the H2 will retard the

hydriding reaction. The presence of oxide on the metal, per se, reportedly

is less of a barrier to hydriding than oxygen in the ambient atmosphere.
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These observations indicate a noteworthy similarity between the hydriding

characteristics of uranium and zirconium. Following the induction

period, Albrecht and Mallett observed a linear reaction rate, although some

tendency for development of a protective hydride was noted for certain PH
and T conditions. At temperatures below roughly 250 C and H2 pressures

ranging from 70 to 430 mm, these authors found that the linear reaction

rate followed the relation,

= .1x1 3  3/4 -1820 (6
kP = 4. 11x 10~pH exp( RT ) (16)

where k is the linear rate in ml (STP) cm-2 sec- 1 , pH is in mm, T is K.

As the decomposition pressure approached the ambient H2 pressure, a

maximum reaction rate was observed, followed by a decrease in the rate as

pH pH approached zero. At 375 C (where pH is about 135 mm) the initial

reaction rate between U and H2 is reported to be proportional to (pH-pH )to
(33)the 5/2 power. These observations are cited to indicate that the simple

pressure dependence expressed by Equation 16 is not valid when pH andp

are of comparable magnitude. Using data from previous studies(43, 45),

Albrecht and Mallett 44) calculated reaction rate data for the formation of

UH3 and various UHx products under equilibrium pressures of hydrogen.

The linear rate data for UH3 , as well as pH data for UH3 , are given as a

function of temperature in Figure 18. To some extent, these data are

hypothetical and are intended only as a rough index of the formation rate of

UH3 under various PH and T conditions.

Equilibrium data suffice only as a rough guide to the identity and

composition of corrosion products on metals during various stages of the

attack. Transient, non-equilibrium phases--unpredictable from equilibrium

studies--can prevail during the course of a metal-gas reaction. There

would appear to be some uncertainty in this respect with the U-H reaction.

From the standpoint of fire hazard, it would probably be trivial to discrimi-

nate among the various hydride compositions which could form from a U-H

reaction.

Brugman and Hoxeng(28) have described the formation of UH 3 within

cladding-fuel core assemblies after creation of a cladding bond defect which
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permits oxidation of the uranium. The chemical reactions believed to be

involved were previously given in conjunction with steam corrosion(Eq. 13).

Hydrogen generated from the U-H2 0 reaction and the oxidation of UH3

migrates along gross structural faults--usually at the core-cladding inter-

face--until conditions are propitious for the formation of UH3 . This

"hydrogen front" creates pockets of UH3 (as well as other U-H reaction

products, previously mentioned) along the migration path, whose stability

is determined by the local pH and T conditions, as well as the rate of

advance of the oxidizing atmosphere. Thermal decomposition of hydride

pockets will, in the absence of succeeding oxidation, generate highly active,

finely divided, uranium- -virtually equivalent to UH3 from a fire standpoint.

The formation of blisters, or dimples, in an almost regular sequence away

from the original cladding defect, is a well known phenomenon. The sudden

exposure of these zones of hydride, or powdered uranium from the decom-

position of hydride, by an action such as shearing of a process tube, creates

an ideal fire situation. It is believed that the majority of fuel element fires

in Hanford reactors has been attributable to the sequence of events described

above. E. A. Smith(4 6) and M. L. Smith(04 1 of Hanford have presented

analyses in support of this argument. The ability of a fuel element to sus-

tain combustion after exhaustion of the original active center(s), would

depend on the temperature and physical condition of the element as well. as

environmental cooling and oxidation factors.

4. Uranium-CO 2

The U-CO2 reactions are considered here for two reasons: first,

structural decay of a process tube which permitted contact between fuel

elements and the stack gas would probably involve some U-CO2 reaction

(in Hanford reactors). Second, as previously noted, CO2 appears to have

considerable potential for preventing H2 -air explosions. Some utility in

quenching U fires has also been indicated. (48) On these counts, the use of

CO2 as a flush gas merits some consideration.

The U-CO reaction has been considered in a recent report by
(41) 2Ant ill. This reaction may be represented qualitatively as follows:
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U+CO2 - UO 2 +CO
(17)

- UO 2 + C (as free C, or uranium carbides)

The relative importance of these alternative reaction schemes, as a func-

tion of temperature, is not well known. Antill reports that UO 2 is the

predominant oxide up to the temperature limit of his tests--1000 C.

The heat release from the above reactions, coupled with the increased

reaction rate at high temperatures, introduces considerable difficulty in

establishing the oxidation rate-temperature correspondence at the high

temperature levels. With cylindrical specimens (2. 5 cm long x 2 cm dia. ),

Antill detected the onset of a significant differential between the specimen

and gas temperatures at a gas temperature of about 725 C. This differ-

ential expanded with increase in the gas temperature. At about 775 C gas

temperature, the specimen exhibited a marked temperature excursion--

jumping about 150 C. These temperature values are, to a considerable

extent, sensitive to the specific environmental and specimen conditions.

They are, therefore, of less significance to the present discussion than

the fact that they manifest a strong reactivity between U and CO2 at tem-

peratures above roughly 700 C.

Antill reports a linear reaction dependence over the temperature

range 500-1000 C. His data suggest that a "breakaway" phenomenon may

be operative--with the initial linear rate changing to a higher linear rate

after a certain time. The reported reaction rate data are given in Figure

19 as a function of temperature. These data presumably represent

averages where two, or more, separate reaction regimes were involved

at a given temperature. The decreasing reaction rate at temperatures

above roughly 800 C is noteworthy. Hopkinson's study( 3 8 ) of the U-steam

reaction showed a similar phenomenon. Both sintering of the oxide and

increased oxide plasticity- -with an enhanced ability to resist growth

stresses- -have been mentioned as possible explanations of this increased

oxidation resistance of U above roughly 800 C.

Water vapor concentrations of the order of 0. 05 v/o had no sig-

nificant effect on the reaction rate with CO2 at 500 C while 3. 1 v/o water
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vapor increased the oxidation rate at this temperature by a factor of eight.

This latter concentration of water vapor had little effect at temperature of

850 and 1000 C.

5. Uranium-Air

The oxidation characteristics of U and U corrosion products in

air will affect the temperature history of a fuel element in the interval

between contact with air (within, or outside the process tube) and dis-

charge into the retention basin. The U-air reaction may be expressed

qualitatively as follows:

U + O2 -UO 2 (T < ~200 C)
(18)

U +02 -- U3O 8 (T>-~200C)

The existence ranges of UO2 and U308, as well as other possible oxida-

tion products, are still open to question. The above rough temperature

limits are based on work of Wathen( 3 7 ), Waber( 1 3 ), and Huddle. (36) At

high temperatures, some nitride formation may occur, but the U-02

reaction predominates in the reaction of U with air. The presence of

nitrogen has been shown( 4 8 ) to affect the ignition characteristics of U.

Below about 700 C, however, the U-air and U-02 reactions appear to be

practically equivalent.

The initial U-02 reaction appears to follow the parabolic law
22(w = kt). After a time, which decreases rapidly with temperature, sub-

sequent oxidation has been reported as linear (w = kt), or sub-linear

(w = ktn, where n > 1). (13) Some air oxidation data from various sources
(28, 36, 37, 48) are given in Figure 20. The self-heating propensity,

previously mentioned in connection with steam oxidation, is even stronger

in oxygen environments. These data suffice only as a rough indication of

the oxidation rate at high temperatures. Where two stage oxidation was

reported, the effective linear rate over a period of one hour was computed

and used for the plot. Heat of reaction data given by Huddle( 3 6) for the

U-02-UO2 reaction were presented in Figure 16. Lack of reliable high

temperature data for U308 apparently discouraged calculation of the heat
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release from the U-02-U308 reaction, which would be expected to become

increasingly significant above roughly 200 C.

Some dilution of air by water vapor would be expected in the dis-

charge environment of a fuel element. The U-air reaction is stimulated

by the presence of water vapor, although quantitative data on this effect

are sparse. Waber(13) reports that the greatest influence of water vapor

occurs at a concentration equivalent to one per cent relative humidity.

This is at some variance with ANL results 48) which indicate that, for

temperatures of the order of 200 C, the water vapor influence is negligible

below about three per cent relative humidity and increases steadily as the

relative humidity approaches 100 per cent. The second stage oxidation rate

was increased by a factor of 2. 5, relative to dry air, at 100 per cent rela-
(28)tive humidity. Brugman and Hoxeng state that the U-air reaction is

particularly sensitive to water vapor at 285 C. These effects have been

attributed to hydrogen involvement in the corrosion products and, as noted

previously, are little understood.

The U-02 reaction shows some sensitivity to oxygen pressure.

High temperature data on pressure effects are lacking. Argonne National
Labortorywor(48)Laboratory work(), employing p and T ranges of 20-800 mm and 125-

250 C, respectively, suggest a pressure influence of the type,

k1 = kpa

where (a) is a function of temperature. Values of the exponent for the

first stage rates increased from 0. 09 to 0. 47 over the above T range,

while the exponent corresponding to the second stage rate exhibited a

similar change: 0. 04 to 0. 41.

Reaction rate data for uranium in steam, CO2, and air are

summarized in Figure 21.

VI. URANIUM IGNITION STUDIES

Although within recent years there has been considerable lip

service to the problem of pyrophoricity, the programs oriented toward

better understanding of this phenomenon have been few. For several years,

ANL has engaged in a comprehensive study of the ignition characteristics

of various reactor metals- -including U, Zr, Pu, and Th. The status of
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this program was summarized in a recent report. (48) A brief summary of

the findings of this work, related to U and uranium alloys, is given below.

The ANL program has employed essentially four different tests in

an attempt to identify the controlling variables in ignition phenomena,

namely: conventional, isothermal, oxidation tests; "burning curve" tests,

wherein the specimen is exposed to the oxidizing environment throughout

its temperature history and the heat input to the specimen is adjusted to

yield a constant rate of temperature rise (10 C/min); "shielded ignition"

tests wherein the specimen is heated to a predetermined temperature in

an inert atmosphere and then the test atmosphere is introduced to the

specimen; ignition propagation tests, wherein ignition of foil strips is

initiated by an electric heater, and the rate of longitudinal advance of the

ignition front is monitored by high speed photography. In both the burning

curve and shielded ignition tests, the specimen temperature corresponding

to the onset of a sustained specimen temperature excursion is designated

the ignition temperature (T. ). The maximum temperature attained by
ig

the specimen during the course of the ignition was designated the burning

temperature.

Present uncertainty regarding the complex dependence of ignition

characteristics on environmental and specimen factors seriously limits

the practical significance of laboratory ignition data. The ANL program

has identified several new effects and reaffirmed. the importance of

several factors which have long been accorded prime importance in igni-

tion phenomena. These results may be summarized under two headings:

influence of specimen factors; influence of environmental factors.

A. Influence of Specimen Factors

With a given atmosphere and type of specimen, the burning curve

and shielded ignition tests yielded reasonably consistent data. Ignition

temperature data derived from the burning curve technique,- -using flowing

oxygen at one atmosphere pressure--were correlated with the specific area

of the specimen as follows:

log A (cm2/gm) = 4190/T. (*K) - 5. 23
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The magnitudes involved are indicated by the following ignition temperatures:

315, 385, 530, 640 C, corresponding to the following specific areas: 50,

4. 7, 1,6, 0. 28 cm2/gm, respectively. Uranium powder, of about two-

micron size, gave an oxygen ignition temperature of 125 C, which is sub-

stantially (-~-110 C) below the prediction based on the above relation.

Uncertainty in estimating the effective specific area of the powder particles

was held responsible for this discrepancy. This powder ignition tempera-

ture agrees well, however, with data of Hartmann for U powder layers
involving particles of comparable size. It will be recalled that Hartmann

achieved room temperature ignition of uranium powder dispersed in cloud

form. The sensitivity of the ignition phenomenon to specific area, nature

of the particle dispersion, as well as the activation agency; has been clearly

manifested in these studies cited above. The difficulty of applying a relation

such as given above to a working environment--where there is substantial

ignorance concerning the potential range of A*, the nature of the active

aggregates, and the activation agencies--is clearly obvious.

The ANL study has shown that there is a marked variation in

ignition behavior of uranium specimens from various sources and a strong

sensitivity to the metallurgical history of specimens from a given source.

With respect to beta quenched uranium, as-cast uranium exhibited signi-

ficantly higher isothermal oxidation rates and lower ignition temperatures

at comparable specific areas. Uranium specimens from different sources,

with apparently trivial differences in composition, exhibited an ignition

temperature difference of the order of 350 C under identical test conditions.

The activating factors responsible for these source and metallurgical

history influences were not identified.

Various elements, Mo, Cu, Ru, Fe, Zr, Nb, Be, Al, Si, and C,

were added separately to U (up to about 3 a/o) and the ignition and isothermal

oxidation characteristics of the dilute binary alloys studied. Isothermal

oxidation tests at 200 C (200 mm 02) showed that none of the above additives

increased the oxidation rate of U significantly. Burning curve tests, however,

showed that Al, in about 1 a/o concentration, decreased the T. by about
ig

200 C. Copper, in the same concentration, raised the T. by roughly the
______ig
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same amount. These effects were sensitive to the specific area of the
* 2

specimens. When foils with an A* of about 5 cm /gm were used, these
p

additions had no effect on the T. . As noted in Section IV, recent ORNL

data tend to corroborate this influence of Al on the ignition temperature

of massive U. Low temperature (200 C) isothermal oxidation tests of the

U-Al system at ANL have failed to provide a clue in explanation of this

Al action.

Conditions, such as a rough surface or macro cracks, which

increase the surface area associated with a given mass of metal would be

expected to influence the ignition characteristics. The ANL study showed

that the velocity of propogation of an ignition front on foil specimens was

increased (- 30 per cent) by roughening the surface with an HNO3 etch.

Burning curve, or shielded ignition tests were apparently not performed

with massive U specimens containing an extensive crack system, or with

an abnormally high effective surface area. Such tests would be of consid-

erable value in appraising the effect of irradiation damage on the pyro-

phoricity of U. Quantitative physical characterization, and duplication, of

such specimens would pose some difficulty. It is becoming increasingly

obvious, however, that the potential of simple, single particle, tests for

providing information useful to hazards analyses may be approaching

exhaustion. For example, work at ANL has shown that a small quantity

of powder, intersperced with massive U pieces, can profoundly affect the

ignition characteristics of the system. If a significant extension of present

knowledge on pyrophoricity is to be gained, the complex nature of the

physical and chemical exchanges involved in ignition of a "working" metal

system will require somewhat more reliance on experimental analysis of

such systems.

B. Influence of Environmental Factors

The bulk of the ANL oxidation and ignition work has been performed

under a pure oxygen atmosphere. Ignition in oxygen is characterized by a

brilliant white flash, followed by rapid consumption of the specimen. When

air is substituted for oxygen, two marked changes in ignition behavior are
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requirements. It is of some interest that ANL workers found CO2 to be

an efficient quench for ignition which had been started in air, or pure

oxygen. Carbon dioxide was reportedly as effective as helium in this

respect, once the 02, or air, had been removed.

The ANL program recently has also included study of molten

metal-water/steam reactions. As noted above, reactions between reactor

metals and water, or steam, are potentially prime contributors to the

chemical energy release consequent from loss of temperature control in

a reactor. This aspect of the hazard associated with reactor core metals,

and the derivative hazard of hydrogen-air explosions, will be discussed

in a subsequent report.

VII. CONCLUSION

An attempt has been made in the previous discussion to identify

the more important factors influencing the character of a pyrophoric event.

A brief review of these factors, and a summary of the status of the specific

problem presented by uranium fuel element fires, follow.

Factors affecting pyrophoricity:

a. The inherent reactivity of the active substance and the heat release

per volume of reacting material.
*

b. The specific area (A ) of the reacting particles.
p

c. The physical and chemical coupling among reacting particles.

d. The rate of exposure of active material.

e. Subsidiary heat producing reactions, such as the combustion of

hydrogen.

f. The cooling and oxidizing potentials of the environment.

Factors related to uranium:

a. The U-air reaction satisfies the ignition requirements for reactivity

and heat release over a wide range of environmental conditions.

Under certain conditions, U ignition can be sustained in N2 , or CO2

atmospheres. Uranium reactions with water and steam are

important in two respects: in water cooled reactors these reactions
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determine the extent of the protective oxidation prior to air exposure;

the hydrogen generated by these reactions can augment the hazard

potential either as free H2, or in the compound UH3 . The UH3 is

believed to be an important participant in fuel element fires. This

compound is dangerous as a consequence of its inherent reactivity

and its tendency to generate powdered forms of either UH3 or

uranium.

b. The effect of irradiation on the pyrophoricity of uranium remains

obscure. The evidence presented in this review does not indicate

a strong irradiation influence. It is submitted that the two main

effects of irradiation with respect to fuel element fires are: increase

in the potential active surface associated with a given mass of U

through the development of cracks, and porosity; self heating from

radioactive decay. The pyrophoric activation derived from fission

and decay products may be significant under certain conditions--

specifically: high irradiation exposures and high fuel element

temperatures; rapid exposure of the core to air immediately follow-

ing, or in the course of, irradiation.

c. Aluminum, in small concentrations, has shown an ability to sig-

nificantly lower the ignition temperature of massive uranium.

d. Helium has been found effective in inhibiting and quenching uranium

and UH3 ignition. Carbon dioxide is a potent suppressant of hydro-

gen explosions and, in addition, has exhibited some potential for

quenching uranium fires. The reactivity of CO2 and UH3 at low

temperatures may disqualify CO2 as a quench for fuel element fires,

although further information in this respect is needed.

Specific problems related to Hanford fuel elements:

a. Early detection of cladding-defects.

b. Minimizing the time between defect detection and removal from the

reactor.

c. Development of discharge techniques with a small potential for

contributing to destruction of the fuel element.

d. Development of a practicable quench gas, or inert foam tblnket,

for regular, or standby, use during discharge operations
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e. Installation of permanent, or temporary, structural modifications

to the discharge area which virtually preclude hol-up of a free

fuel element--either in the rear face hardware, or on the building.

f. Development of equipment capable of rapid recovery of held-up

fuel elements--which are a finite possibility despite the most

elaborate precautions. When the individual handling of fuel elements

is practicable, use of isolation capsules for defected elements

may be warranted under certain conditions.

The use of a fog spray system in the rear face area is probably

justified on the basis of its potential for fission product containment

and rear face decontamination. The influence of the spray on a

fuel element fire would depend on the condition of the element and

the characteristics of the spray in the region of the element. It is

not improbable that there are certain combinations of fuel element

and spray conditions which might aggravate the fire situation. Both

the cooling and air dilution possibilities attending use of the spray

system tend to counter this adverse effect. Application of the fog

spray would result in some loss of visual contact with the trouble

zone. Unless efficient slug recovery and fire control facilities--

requiring direction to the fuel element--were available, loss of

visual contact would probably not add to the difficulties.

Experimental objectives relating to prevention and control of fuel element

fires:

a. Tests with various aggregates of U and UH 3 , with and without

contact with massive U, to determine the potential of He and CO2.

used separately and in combination, for quenching and inhibiting

ignition. The violence of these test fires could be made compar-

able to any conceivable fire condition presented by a fuel element.

The use of steam, as a first stage quench and coolant agent, should

be explored by virtue of its potential for rapid development of

protective oxides. Steam treatment of large masses of molten metal

would be preferable to water treatment because of the possible
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steam explosion effects- -including metal dispersion- -attending the

application of water to a high temperature system.

b. Ex-reactor melt-down tests, under atmospheres of potential impor-

tance, using fuel elements and process tube sections. Melt-down

tests should be made with fuel elements separately, and under

normal conditions of contact with the process tube. Duplication of

the temperature histories which could obtain under reactor accident

conditions would probably not be feasible. Relatively simple, essen-

tially isothermal, melt-down tests would, however, advance the

present limited knowledge of the complex physical and chemical

processes affecting the fire consequences of a melt-down incident.

The fission product release potential of a single fuel element

fire is more than ample justification for prompt attention to these

matters. A somewhat better perspective is gained by considering

the pivotal role of the fuel elements in the chain of consequences

resulting from a reactor accident. The course of the accident is,

to a large extent, determined by the physical, chemical, and nuclear

response of the fuel element-process tube system to the accident

conditions. The practical problem of paramount interest lies in

determining the extent to which this response can be favorably

influenced by emergency procedures and design of core components.
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